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Abstract 
Let p(x) be a polynomial of degree n 2 2 with coefficients in a subfield K of the complex numbers. For each natural 
number m > 2, let L,(x) be the m x m lower triangular matrix whose diagonal entries are p(x) and for each j= 1,. , m - 1, 
its jth subdiagonal entries are p”‘(x)/j!. For i = 1,2, let L:‘(x) be the matrix obtained from Lm(x) by deleting its first 
i rows and its last i columns. L\‘)(x)= 1. Then, the function B,(x) =x - p(x) det(Lz’,(x))/det(Lg’(x)) defines a fixed- 
point iteration function having mth order convergence rate for simple roots of p(x). For m =2 and 3, B,(x) coincides with 
Newton’s and Halley’s, respectively. The function B,(x) is a member of S(m, m+n -2), where for any M am, S(m,M) is 
the set of all rational iteration functions g(x) E K(x) such that for all roots 0 of p(x), then g(x)=B+cE, yl(x)(8-x)‘, with 
rl(x) E K(x) and well-defined at any simple root 8. Given g E S(m,M), and a simple root 0 of p(x), g(‘)(B) = 0, i = 1,. . , 
m - 1, and the asymptotic constant of convergence of the corresponding fixed-point iteration is ~~(0) = (- l)“g(“)(0)/m!. 
For B,(x) we obtain y,(B) = (- 1 )“‘det(L~~,(@)/det(~~)( (3)). If all roots of p(x) are simple, B,(x) is the unique member 
of S(m, m + n - 2). By making use of the identity 0 = ~:=,[p(‘)(x)/i!](B - x)‘, we arrive at two recursive formulas for 
constructing iteration functions within the S(m,M) family. In particular, the family of Bm(x) can be generated using one 
of these formulas. Moreover, the other formula gives a simple scheme for constructing a family of iteration functions 
credited to Euler as well as Schriider, whose mth order member belongs to S(m,mn), m>2. The iteration functions within 
S(m,M) can be extended to any arbitrary smooth function f, with the uniform replacement of p(j) with f(l) in g as well 
as in r,(e). 
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1. Introduction 
Let p(x) be a polynomial of degree IZ > 2 with coefficients in a subfield K of the complex numbers. 
For each natural number m > 2, let L,(x) be the m x m lower triangular matrix whose diagonal entries 
are p(x) and for each j = 1 , . . . , m - 1, its jth subdiagonal entries are p”)(x)/j!, i.e. 
L(x) = 
P(X) 0 0 . . . 0 
P’G > p(x) 0 . . . 0 
P”(X) 
Z! P’G > p(x) . . . 0 
. . 
. : 
p’“i- I I@) p’“‘-2’(x) p’“‘-“(x) 
- - 
(m-l)! (m-2)! - . . . p(x) (m-3)! 
(1.1) 
For i= 1,2, let L:)(x) be the (m - i) x (m - i) matrix obtained from L,(x) by deleting its first i 
rows, and its last i columns, i.e. 
L(l) = 
m 
P’W p(x) 0 . . . 0 
P”(X) 
2! P’(X) p(x) . .. 0 
. . . 
P ‘“‘-lyx) p’“‘-2’(x) p’“‘-“(x) 
- - 
(m-l)! (m-2)! - . .. p’(x) (m-3)! 
with L\‘)(x)= 1. The function 
&4x) =x - P(X) 
det(LE!_,(x)) 
det(Li)(x)) ’ 
1 7 L(2) = m 
P”(X) 
2! p’(x) ... 
P”‘(X) P”(X) 
3! 2! 0 
*. . : 
p’“‘-“(x) p’“‘-2’(x) P”(X) 
(m-l)! - * ’ . (m-2)! 2! 
(1.2) 
defines a fixed-point iteration function which has local mth order convergence to simple roots of 
p(x). Here “det” is the determinant function. We shall refer to the set of all B,(x)‘s, m = 2,3,. . . , 
as the Basic Family of fixed-point iteration functions for polynomial root finding. Specific members 
of the family are 
P(X) B2(x)=x- - 
P’(X)’ 
which is the well-known Newton’s function, and 
B,(x) =x - 
2P’(X)PW 
2(P’(x>)2 - P’WPW 
which is Halley’s function. For m = 4, one obtains 
B4(X) = x - ~PW’PW - 3p”(x)pW2 
P”‘(x)~(x)~ + ~P’(x)~ - 6p”(x)p’(x)p(x)’ 
The function B2(x) is derived in the numerical analysis textbooks with the usual geometric inter- 
pretations (see e.g. [2]). The Function B3(x), credited to the astronomer Halley [12], is perhaps the 
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best-known third-order method, and has been rediscovered and/or derived through various interesting 
means, see e.g. [3,26,4, 13,23,7-10,24, 14, 181. For the interesting history of Halley’s method see 
the recent paper of Scavo and Thoo [ 191. 
Halley’s function can also be obtained by applying Newton’s method to the function p(x)/vm, 
see [3], as well as [5, 11. Recently, this was rediscovered by Gerlach [I 11, who also general- 
ized it to get high-order methods: Let F,(x)= p(x), and define inductively for i = 2,3,. . . ,6(x) = 
fi-i(x)/[E\,(x)]“‘. Then for m-2,3,..., the function G,(x) =x - F,_ 1 (x)/F;_,(x), under some very 
restrictive conditions, will have mth order convergence rate. Interestingly, G4(x) coincides with E,(x) 
and possibly they are all identical. Gerlach however offers no closed formula for G,(x). Moreover, 
the domain of G,‘s is very restrictive. The computation of G,(x) is too cumbersome and Gerlach 
only obtains G4(x) for p(x)=x3 -a. Indeed, for general functions B4(x) had been obtained previously 
and through different schemes by Snyder [22], Traub [24, p. 911, and others. Interestingly, Hamilton 
[ 131, made use of determinants in deriving Halley’s function. In fact, Hamilton does make use of 
the determinant of the matrix L:)(x), to arrive at high-order methods, but he does not obtain B,(x) 
for any m 24. For instance, he obtains a fourth-order method which is different than E,(x) (see [13, 
p. 5211). 
Kalantari and Kalantari in [ 15, 171 obtained a closed formula for B,(x) corresponding to p(x) = 
x2 - a as well as p(x) =x3 - CI. The derivation of these formulas is based on an intuitive algebraic 
motivation: In order to approximate 8 = fi with an mth order method, m 22, we try to determine 
a rational function gm(x) in the form of 8 + y,(x)(Q - x)“, where ynz(x) is also a rational function. 
To compute g&x) we write (x - O)m = e”(x) + Q4m(x), where pd”(x) and e:“(x) are polynomials 
with coefficients that are free of square roots. This trivially gives 
Sm(X> = -- PO”(x) = (j ( (x + ey + (x - ep fYYx> (x + ep - (x - ep > . 
The iteration function gm(x) above was also obtained by Yeyios [27]. His derivation is based on 
a continued fraction expansion of fi. Analogously, as shown in [ 15, 171 in order to approxi- 
mate 8 = CC’/~ we can determine rational functions y,(x), Y~+~(x) so that the function g&x) = 8 + 
Y~(x)(B - x)m + Y,+,(x)(e - x)m+i . IS free of 8 and 02. In order to derive a formula for gm(x), for 
a given k > 1 we write (x - f3)k = p,“(x) + 04”(x) + 19*P,k(x), where e’(x)‘s are polynomials in x 
with coefficients which are integral multiples of integral powers of CI. Substituting for (x - e)m and 
(x - 0)m+’ in the expression of gm(x), regrouping the terms as a polynomial in 8, and by setting the 
coefficients of 0 and Q2 equal to zero we get a closed formula for gm(x). Another closed formula 
can be obtained by writing (x - Qm+’ =(x - f3)m(x - Q), and expressing ~mfl(~)‘~ in terms of e:“(x), 
i = 0, 1,2. These closed formulas are 
g 
m 
(x) = _4mw~~+‘(x) - cYx)Pd+‘(x) = (cYx>>2a - pd”(x)yYx) 
fy(x)P;“+‘(x) - P2”(x)zy+‘(x) (fy(x))2 - p,“(x)P,“(x) . 
The result of the present paper offers another closed formula for the iteration function gm(x) de- 
rived for square and cube roots, since it will necessarily coincide with B,(x) corresponding to the 
polynomials p(x) =x2 - CI and p(x) = x3 - CI, respectively. 
The algebraic characterization and the existence of the Basic Family corresponding to arbitrary 
polynomials was proved by Kalantari and Kalantari [ 161 (Section 2). The present paper gives further 
characterizations, closed formula for its members, their corresponding asymptotic constant, and thus 
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offers a deeper understanding of each of its individual members, including Newton’s and Halley’s 
functions. 
Definition 1.1. For each pair of nonnegative integers m and A4,M 2 m, let S(m,M) be the set of all 
g(x) E K(x) (rational functions with coefficient in K) so that for all roots Q of p(x) we have 
g(X) = 0 + 2 yi(X)(Q - X)', (1.3) 
i=m 
where yi(x) E K(x), for i = m,. . . ,M, and well-defined at any simple root 8, i.e. lim,,t, yi(x)E yi(O) 
exists. Moreover, y,(x) and yM(x) are not identically zero. 
Remark 1.2. Given g E S(m,M) with m 22, from the continuity of yi(x)‘s at a simple root 13, and 
since m >2, it follows that there exists a neighborhood of f3 for which Ig(x) - 81 fC]x - 8(“, for 
some constant C. This implies the existence of a neighborhood IO of 8 for which for any x0 E I0 the 
fixed-point iteration 
xk+l = g(xk), k 2 0, 
converges to 8, and clearly 
(1.4) 
lim (e - xk+l) = _y 
k+a (e - Xk)M 
(0) 
m 3 (1.5) 
i.e. the rate of convergence of the sequence {xk}koo,o is of order m. Also, note that if x0 is in K, then 
so are all the iterates in (1.4). 
Denoting y,(x) corresponding to B,(x) by y:)(x), we show that for a simple root 8, the asymptotic 
constant of convergence for B,(x) is 
y’“‘(8) = (-1)” det(L%(@) (-1)” m det(li)(O)) = p’(@m-1 
det(lEii(Q)). (1.6) 
In particular, for m = 2 and m = 3 we get 
#‘(Q - p”(B) 
2P’W’ 
#‘(Q) = _2p’(Q)p”‘(@ - 3p”W2 
lzp’(e)* * 
We show that if all roots of p are simple, B,(x) is the unique member of S(m,m + n - 2). The 
following definition provides a means by which members from S(m,M) sets can be compared. 
Definition 1.3. Given g E S(m,M), let the order of g be defined as m, the coeficient vector of g 
be the vector T(x) = (y,(x), . . . , yM(x)), the leading coejficient of g to be y,,,; and the width of g be 
M - m + 1. The depth of g is defined to be d if the formula for g depends on p(j), j = 0,. . . , d. 
The depth of the leading coefficient of g is similarly defined. The simple-root-depth of g is defined 
to be p, if for any simple root 8 of p(x), ~~(0) depends on p”)(8), j = 0,. . . , p. 
Remark 1.4. If g and h are in S(m,M), so is any affine combination, ag + fib, where c( + ,!3 = 1. As 
B,(x) will be shown to belong to S(m, m + n - 2), it follows that for any m 22, and M 2 m + n - 2, 
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the set S(m,M) is nonempty. If p(x) has simple roots, as B,,,(x) will be shown to be the unique 
element of S(m,m + n - 2), it follows that S(m,M) is empty if A4 <nz + n - 2. Thus, B,(x) is also 
minimal with respect to width. Traub [24], has shown that any mth order one-point iteration function 
must have a depth at least equal to m- 1. Thus, in the sense of depth too, B,(x) is minimal. 
Remark 1.5. Given g E S(m, M), m 2 2, from Taylor’s Theorem and the continuity of yi’s at a simple 
root 0, it is easy to conclude that gci)(0) = 0, for all i = 1,. . . , m - 1, and 
g’“‘(g) 
Ym(Q = (-VT. (1.7) 
It should be noted that as functions y,(x) and (- 1 )“g(“)( x )/ m! are not identical. For example, take 
g(x) =x - p(x)/p’(x). In other words, g(“)(x) and y,(x) may have different depths, but they have 
the same simple-root depth. 
Definition 1.6. Let S(m,M) be the set of all g(x) E K(x) which can be represented as (1.3) but with 
the relaxation of the condition that for i = m, . . . ,A!, ~~(0) is well-defined. 
Definition 1.7. Let S”(m,M) be the set of all g(x) E K(x) such that p(Y) divides 
Ye(Y) = -g(x) + Y + 5 Yi(X)(Y - x)i> 
i=m 
(1.8) 
in K(x)[y] (i.e. polynomials in y with coefficients in K(x)), where yi(x) E K(x) for i = m,. . . ,M, 
and y,(x) and yM(x) are not identically zero. 
Remark 1.8. If 8 is a root of p, then yo(8)=0. Thus, it follows that S”(m,M) is a subset of S(m,M). 
Also, if all the roots of p(x) are simple (in particular, if it is irreducible), then S”(m,M) = $(m,M). 
To see this, pick g E S(m, AI), and define a corresponding ye(y). Then there exists q(y), r(y) E 
K(x)[y] such that 
Yo(Y> = P(YMY) + r(Y)> (1.9) 
where the degree of v(y) is less than ~1. Since y,(Q) =: 0, for all roots of p, it follows that r(y) E 0 
(see e.g. [25]). Note that, in particular, we must have 
g(x) =x - ye(x). (1.10) 
In general, however, S(m,M) and S”(m,M) are not the same. For example if p(x) =x2, then both 
g,(x) =x/2 and g*(x) =x2 lie in s(2,2), but g*(x) is not in S”(2,2). 
We will give two formulas for generating new members of S(m,M) with higher orders. Both 
formulas make use of the following relationship which is a consequence of Taylor’s Theorem, but 
can also be derived using purely algebraic means (see [ 161) 
n p”‘(X) O=Cil(t)-x)i. 
i=O 
(1.11) 
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From (1.11) we have 
n p”‘(X) 
-p(x) = c --+e -x>‘< 
i=l ’ 
Writing 
x=e-(O-x), 
and adding corresponding sides to (1.12) we get 
B,(x)=x- p(x)=8+(p’(x)- l)(B-X)+i:~(Q-X)iES(l,n). 
j=2 ’ 
From (1.11) we also immediately get Newton’s function as a member of S(2, n) 
&(X) =x - ~=~+~P”‘“‘(~_xji. 
iz2 i!@(x) 
(1.12) 
(1.13) 
(1.14) 
(1.15) 
As we shall see from Bi(x) and &(x) together with the application of the two formulas, one 
can construct a large class of iterative solutions which include the Basic Family, and the Euler- 
Schriider family. Finally, we show that the iteration functions within S(m,M) can be extended to 
any arbitrary smooth function f, with the uniform replacement of p(j) with f(j) in g, and in the 
asymptotic constant of convergence yrn( 0). 
In Section 2, we give an algebraic proof of the existence of B,(X). In Section 3, we derive 
a closed formula for B,(x). In Section 4, we describe two formulas for the generation of new 
iteration functions. In Section 5, we consider the extension of iteration function within S(m,M) to 
arbitrary smooth functions. 
2. Algebraic proof of existence of the basic family 
In this section we prove (algebraically) the existence of an iteration function in S(m,m + IZ - 2), 
and its uniqueness under the assumption that p(x) has simple roots. We shall only be concerned 
with the existence of B,(x) as opposed to its closed form. The theorem of this section will be used 
in the subsequent sections in deriving the closed form, as well as in proving the equivalence of 
S(m, m + n - 2), S’(m, m + y1- 2), and S(m, m + n - 2). The proof of the theorem also motivates the 
definition of S’(m,m +n - 2) which in turn gives rise to the closed formula for B,(x). Moreover, the 
theorem will be used to prove that the Basic Family can also be obtained from a recursive formula. 
Theorem 2.1. For any natural number m > 2, S(m, m+n-2) is nonempty, and has a unique element 
if p(x) has simple roots. 
To prove Theorem 2.1 we first need an auxiliary lemma. Given two natural numbers s and t let 
S 0 =s(s- l)...(S--+l) t - t! > (2.1) 
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the binomial coefficient for s 2 t, and zero, for s < t. For a given pair of natural numbers m and r 
define the following r x Y matrix: 
(Y) (my) . . (“+;-I) 
(T) (“;I) . . . y-q 
. . 
i:, @) . .: y-1, 
(2.2) uin,, =
i 
Lemma 2.2. For any natural numbers m and r, U,,, is invertible (in fact det( U,,,) = ( mf:-’ )). 
Proof. To prove the lemma we will show that by performing elementary operations on U,,,, we 
can reduce it to the following matrix: 
m (m+l) ... (m+r- 1) 
m* (m+1)2 ... (m+r- 1)’ 
K,, = 
mr (m+ 1)’ ... (m+r-1) 
Since W,,,= VTD, where V is an invertible Vandermonde matrix, and D=diag(m, m+ 1,. . . , m+r- 1 ), 
it follows that W,,, is invertible. To obtain this reduction, we first multiply the jth row of U,,, by j!. 
Let U’ denote the new matrix. The first column of U’ has entries which can be written as the follow- 
ingpolynomials in m: fi(m)=m, f2(m)=m2-m,..., f,(m)=m’+a,_~m’~‘+~,_2mr~2+~~~+a~m, for 
some coefficients cli, i= 1,. . . , r - 1. The second column of U’ can be written as the same polynomials 
evaluated at (m + 1 ), and so on. Thus, U’ is the r x r matrix whose ith row vector is given by 
J;(m) .h(m+ 1) ... J;(m+r- 1) 
f,(m) f,(m+l) ... .fAm+r-1) 
By adding scalar multiples of the first row of U’ to other rows, we obtain a new matrix U* whose 
first and second rows are the corresponding rows of W,,,, and whose remaining rows are polynomials 
free of the linear terms. Next, by adding scalar multiples of the second row of U2 to its ith rows, 
i = 3,4,... ,r, we obtain U3 whose first three rows are those of W,,, and whose remaining rows 
are polynomials free of the linear and quadratic terms. Clearly, by repeating this process we arrive 
at W,,,. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let 8 be any root of p(x). Recalling (1.3) and replacing Ye by (- l)kyk(~) 
for convenience, we will prove the existence of rational functions g(x) and yk(x), k=m, . . . , (m+n-2) 
with coefficient over K so that 
m+n-2 
-g(x)+ 8 + c Yk(X)(X - qk = 0. 
k=m 
(2.3) 
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Using that p(Q) = 0, for any k > II we can write 
n-1 
t3k = c a,@, 
I=0 
where CQ E K. From (2.4) it is easy to see that for each j = 0,. . . , (n - 2), 
n-1 
cx - ey+j = C ge’“+j(x), 
i=o 
where c’““( x s are polynomials with coefficients in K. Furthermore, for i drn + j, )’ 
Xm+j-i + lower order terms, 
and for i >m + j, emi’ (x)=0, which from (2.1) can be written as 
y+j(x) = 0 = ( ) m + j Xm+j-i. 
Using (2.5), we can rewrite (2.3) as 
n-1 
-g(x) + c 8%,(x) = 0, 
i=O 
(2.4) 
(25) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
where 
mtn-2 
h(x)= 1 + c yk(X)~k(X>, 
k=m 
(2.9) 
mtn-2 
hi(x)= c yk(X)ek(X), i=O, i=&...,n. 
k=m 
(2.10) 
Thus, S(m, m + n - 2) is nonempty if the system of equations h,(x)= 0, i = 1,. . . , (n - 1 ), is solvable, 
in which case 
WV-2 
g(x) = ho(x) = c yk(x)pok(x) E S(m, m + I’2 - 2). (2.11) 
k=m 
Equivalently, %(m, m + n - 2) is nonempty if the system of linear equations 
I7,(xKlt(x) = e, (2.12) 
is solvable, where 
T,(x) = b,(x), Ymtl(X), *. . > Ym+n-2WlT, e=[-1,o )...) OIT, (2.13) 
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and where U,(x) is the following (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix: 
/ <I”(x) e:“+‘(x) . . . Py+“-yx) \ 
P;“(x) Pi”“(X) . . . PT+“-2(x) 
an(x)= . . . . . . 
217 
(2.14) 
(2.16) 
All that remains to be done is to show that the determinant of nm(x), which is a polynomial in the 
indeterminate x, is not identically zero, in which case 
T,(x) = n,- l (x)e. (2.15) 
To show that det(U,(x)) is not identically zero, it suffices to prove that its highest term is not zero. 
From (2.6) and (2.7), the highest term of det(ll,(x)) is the determinant of H,(x), the (n- 1) x (n- 1) 
matrix given by 
(“:l)xm . . . (m+;-2)Xm+n-3 
K&) = 
(nFl)Xm-n+’ (;;;)XM-“+* . . . (mnflfy2)Xm-l 
It is easy to check that 
det(ti,(x)) = x(m-l)(n-l’det( Um,n_l ), (2.17) 
hence not identically zero by Lemma 2.2. 
We must also show that y,(x) and ymfn__2 (x) are not identically zero. To prove this, first, suppose 
that p(x) has simple roots and consider the expression -g(x) + Cyzi @h,(x) as a polynomial over 
K(x) in the indeterminate 8. Every root of p(x) is a root of this polynomial. On the other hand, its 
degree is IZ - 1. It follows that -g(x) + &(x)=0, and hi(x)-0, for i = 1,. . . , (II - 1). In other words, 
(2.15) must be satisfied implying the uniqueness of g(x). Let us denote this unique solution by 
m+n-2 
B,(x) = 8 + c yy(x)(o - x y. (2.18) 
i=m 
Next we prove that B,(x) and B,+,(x) are distinct. Otherwise, we must have J’,(x) = G+,(x). From 
(2.12) the following must hold: 
Kl(x)G(x) = n??l+, (x)&l(x). (2.19) 
Equivalently, 
(Rz+,(x) - Kl(x))r,(x) = 0. (2.20) 
But by the same reasoning as before, the leading coefficient of the determinant of (U,,,+,(x) -U,(x)) 
is the determinant of H,+](x), h ence nonzero. But this implies T,(x)=O, a contradiction. Hence the 
proof of distinctness. 
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Next we prove that for all m 22, y:)(x), y’“’ m+n_2(~) are not identically zero. As we have seen 
for m =2, the function x - p(x)/p’(x) ( see (1.15)) lies in s(2, n). By uniqueness we must have 
h(x) =x - 14x)/~‘(x). N ow assume m > 2 and consider B,_,(x), B,(x), and B,+,(x). If y?)(x) 
identically zero, then 
i&(x) + &+,(x) ES(rn + 1,m + y1- l), 
contradicting uniqueness. If Y$)~_~(x) is identically zero, then 
i&(x) + iB,_,(x)ES(m - 1,m + IE - 3), 
again a contradiction. From the above and the fact that &(x) E s(2, n), we can inductively arrive 
the desired conclusion. 
To complete the proof we must show that y:)(x) and yFm+)n_Z(x) remain to be nonzero even 
I. I 
is 
at 
if 
p(x) has multiple roots. But in this case too we can arrive at the same set of polynomials rT’(x) 
and hence the same set of Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12). ??
3. Deriving closed form for members of the Basic Family 
In this section we shall derive the closed form for members of the Basic Family. In doing so, it 
is more convenient to consider functions in F’(m,M), with m 22, and M am + n - 2. Recall that 
g E S”(m,M) implies there exists yi(x) E K(x), i = m, . . . , M, such that p(y) divides 
Yo(.Y) = -g(x) + Y + 5 Yr(X)(Y - XL (3.1) 
I=m 
in K(x)[y]. Equivalently, if we let z = y - x, then f(z) = p(z +x) must divide h(z) = yo(z +x). 
From Taylor’s Theorem as applied to the polynomial p(y) we have 
Since ye(x) =x - g(x), we have 
M 
h(z) = yo(x> + z + c YlW. 
From the divisibility condition, there exist a polynomial 
M--n 
4(z) = c vjw’, 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
j=O 
with r+(x) E K(x) such that 
h(z) = f(z)&). 
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Substituting (3.2)-(3.4) in (3.5) and equating coefficients of corresponding powers of z, we get the 
system of equations 
Pro = YO(X)> (3.6) 
P’Wo(X> + P(Xh(X) = 1, (3.7) 
p”‘(X) c- i, 9(x)=0, 1=2 ,..., m-l, 
itj=l ’ 
p”‘(X) c- i, q(x) = yr(x), 1= m ,..., M, 
itj=l ’ 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
where ZI~-~+~(X) =. . . = o&x)=0. The matrix corresponding to the first m equations, i.e. (3.6)-(3.8) 
is precisely the matrix L,(x) (see (1.1)). Letting b(x) to be the m-vector (ye(x), 1, 0, . . . , O)T and u(x) 
the m-vector ( z)~(x), . . . , u,-I (x))~, we get 
L,(x)v(x) = b(x). (3.10) 
Lemma 3.1. For any natural number k, the matrix 
is invertible. 
Proof. All that is needed is to reduce Z,,, to a matrix of the type U,,, which is invertible by 
Lemma 2.2. Using the identity (y) + (ir,) = (“:I), and starting with the last column of Z’=Zn,& 
we add to each column its previous column to get a new matrix Z*. We repeat this process to 
columns of Z2 except for its second column and get a new matrix Z3. Next we repeat the process to 
columns of Z3 except for its third column. This process will eventually result in a matrix of the type 
u ??t?l,i-* 
From Lemma 3.1, analogous to the proof of invertibility of H,(x), we can immediately conclude 
Corollary 3.2. For each natural number m > 2, the matrix L:)(x) is invertible. 
Theorem 3.3. Let B,(x) be the function in ??(m,m+n-2) whose existence was proved in 
Theorem 2.1. Then 
&(x)=x - P(X) 
det(Lil I (x)) 
det(lt)(x)) ’ 
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Moreover, B,(x) lies in S(m, m + n - 2) and if 8 is a simple root of p(x) then 
yF’(e)=(-l)m det(~%(W 
det(Lt’(0)) ’ 
Proof. In order to obtain the claimed closed form for B,(x) it suffices to consider the case where 
p(x) has only simple roots. Recall that in this case S(m, m + n - 2) and S’(m, m + n - 2) are identical 
(Remark 1.8). Letting d,(x) to be the determinant of LM(x) with the jth column replaced with b(x), 
from Cramer’s rule as applied to the system (3.10) we get 
v,j(x) = 
Aj(x) 
det(l,(x)), .i=O,...,m - 1. (3.11) 
Since p(x) is nonzero, det(l,(x)) is not identically zero, thus each vi(x) is well-defined and unique. 
Since for B,(x), M = m + n - 2, we must have v,_r (x) = 0. By expanding the determinant of A,_,(x) 
along its last column, and then expanding the second resulting determinant along its first row, we 
get 
A,_ 1(x) = y,,(x)det(Li’(x)) - p(x)det(lzl, (x)) GO. (3.12) 
From Corollary 3.2, L:)(x) is invertible so that (3.12) can be solved for yO(x) which results in the 
claimed closed formula for B,(x). 
Assume that 8 is a simple root of p(x). To derive the formula for y?)(Q), consider the m + 1 
equations corresponding to (3.6)-(3.8) and the first equation of (3.9) at x = 0. Since the first of these 
equations is zero, if we let b(“)(B) denote the m-vector (l,O,. . . ,O, y:)(0))‘, we get the following 
m x m system: 
L;J,(S)v(e)=b(“)(B). (3.13) 
The above system has a unique solution since the coefficient matrix is a lower triangular with diagonal 
entries p’(O) #O. On the one hand, v,_~(~)=O. On the other hand, by Cramer’s rule v,_,(Q) is the 
determinant of the Lzl, (0) with its last column replaced by b(“)(Q). By expansion of this determinant 
along the last column we get 
yr’(@det(li’(8)) - (-l)‘+‘det(L~~,(8))=0. (3.14) 
Solving the above for y:)(Q) gives the desired formula. 
Since rz)( (3) is well-defined, from (3.11) vO(Q, . . . , v,_~(@ are well-defined. From this and (3.9) 
it follows that yy( 0) is well-defined for 1 =m, . . . , m + n - 2. Thus, B,(x) lies in ,S(m, m + n - 2). 0 
Let us treat yO(x) in Eq. (3.6) also as a variable, and consider the m equations in m + 1 unknowns 
corresponding to Eqs. (3.6)-(3.8) i.e. 
G&)v(x) - y0Gkl =e2, (3.15) 
where ej is the column m-vector with the ith component equal to 1, and all other components equal 
to 0. A basic solution of the above system is a solution with at most m nonzero components. The 
following is evident: 
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Theorem 3.4. The basic solutions of the system of equations in (3.15) corresponding to uj(x)=O, 
i=O,..., m - 1 are Bi+, (x), where Bl(x)=x -p(x), and setting yO(x)=O gives &(x)=x. 
Remark 3.5. If g(x) ES’(~,M) has the property that its corresponding equation in (3.10) satisfies 
u,-~ (x)= 0, and v,(x) =0 (a condition that is necessarily satisfied for M=(m + n - 2) then y,(x) 
depends only on p”‘(x) 7 i=O ‘..., m, i.e. the simple-root depth of g will be m. 
Remark 3.6. Since Taylor’s Theorem holds in any field of characteristic zero, the existence of B,(x) 
extends to the case where K is such a field. 
4. Two formulas and their applications 
In this section we derive two formulas that will result in the generation of very large class of 
iteration functions. Both will rely on ( 1.12). 
To derive the first formula, suppose that g(x) ES(WZ,M), with m > 1, i.e. 
g(x)=e+&;(x)(H-x)‘. (4.1) 
i=m 
From (1.12) we have 
(-p(x))” = 5 pj”‘(x)(Q - x)‘, 
i=m 
where 
(4.2) 
/p’(x)= c p”’ yx) . . . p’“J()) il!...i,! ’ i=m ,...,mn. 
il+...+i,,,=i,i,21 
Multiplying (4.2) by -Y~(x)/~?)(x) = - y,(x)/p’(x)” and adding the result to (4.1) we get 
h(x)=g(x) - (-l)“y,(x) ( $$)m =8 + 5 n,(x)(B -x)~, 
Grnfl 
where 
M’=max{M,mn}, 
Vi(x)=Yi(x) - YinCxj%, i=m+ l,...,M’, 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
with yi(x)=O for i > A!, and #‘(x) ~0 for i > mn. 
Theorem 4.1. Assume that the leading coefficient of h(x) is not identically zero. Then, h(x) lies in 
S(%i, a), for some m 2 m + 1, A4 < M’. If Z=m + 1 and 0 is a simple root of p(x), then 
(4.6) 
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Proof. Since g(x) ES(m,M), for i =m, . . . ,M, y;(O) is well-defined. Clearly, for i=m + 1,. . . , mn, 
q(O) is well-defined. Eq. (4.6) follows from (4.5) and that ~~+),(x)=(m/2)(p”(x)p’(x)“). 0 
Next we derive another formula. Assume we are given g(x) E S(m - 1, k&,_ I ) and h(x) E S(m,M,), 
where m 2 1 and M,, and M, are naturals greater than m- 1 and m, respectively. Let A&,,+, = max{M,,,, 
M,_,,m +n - 1). We write 
S(x)=e + C Yi(x)(e - x)i, 
i=m- 1 
where 
(4.7) 
yj(X)SO, Vi > M,_1, 
h(x)=B + Mg qi(x)(e - x)i, 
i=m 
where 
Y/i(X)EOy Vi > M,. 
From (4.7) and (4.8) we get 
(4.8) 
g(X) - h(x)=ym-1(x)(~ - Xj”-’ + C(YiCx> - Ili(x>)(e - x>i* (4.9) 
i=m 
Also, multiplying (1.12) by (8 - x)“-‘, and since pro, for j > II, we get 
M,,+ I 
o= p(x)@ - xy-’ + -g ,pyp;, (e - x)! (4.10) 
Multiplying (4.9) by p(x), and (4.10) by -y,_l(x) and adding the resulting equations we get 
Mm+ I 
P(xMx) - Mx))= C ( p(i+l-m)(x) P(x)(Yi(x> - uliCx)) - Ym-l(X)(i + 1 _ m), (0 -x>i- i=m *) 
Multiplying (4.11) by -~~(x)/D(x), where 
%)=[P(x)(Y&) - Y?&)) - P’wm-l(~)l~ 
and adding the result to (4.8) we get 
f(X) = h(X) - ?/m(X) p(x)(g~)X, h(x)) = 0 + Me $i(X)( 8 - X)i, 
i=m+l 
where 
4i(X)=Vi(X) - $$ P(X)(Yi(x) - vii(x)) - Ym-I(X) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
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Theorem 4.2. Suppose that D(x) is not identically zero. Then f(x) ~S(m,?i??), where m >m + 1, 
@G&n+,. If m=m+ 1 and 8 is a simple root of p(x), then 
(4.15) 
Proof. Clearly f(x) lies in S&M) for some m+ 1 < % < @ d M,,, . To show f(x) lies in S(E, M) 
we must show that for i=m + l,.. .,M,+i 4i(0) is well-defined. From (4.14) we have 
p(i+l-m)((j) 
?i_m,4i(X)=riw - rm(e+, + 1 _ m),p,(e)’ 
hence well-defined since p’(Q)# 0. 0 
Next, we consider two application of these formulas. 
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that in the formula (4.13), g(x)=B,,_l (x) and h(x)=B,(x), then f(x)= 
B,+l(x), for all m 3 2. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the theorem under the assumption that p(x) has only simple roots. We 
first need to show that the function D(x) is not identically zero. From (4.11) we have 
P(X)(&) - h(x)) 
min- I 
=D(x) + C P(i+‘-m)(x) P(X)(Yi(X) - Vi(X)) - ?rn-~(X)(~ + 1 _ mj, (0 _ xji. 
i=m+l .) 
(4.16) 
If D(x) is identically zero, then 
B,+i(x) + p(x)(&) - h(x))ES(m + l,m + n - 1). (4.17) 
But this contradicts the uniqueness result proved in Theorem 2.1. Thus, D(x) is not identically zero, 
implying that f(x) ES(m + 1, m + n - 1). Again by Theorem 2.1, we must have f(x) =Bm+l(x). 0 
Theorem 4.4. Consider the family El (x), Ez(x), EJ(x), . . . , of iteration functions obtained from the 
repeated application of (4.4) starting with El(x)= Bl(x)=x - p(x). For m 3 3, E,,,(x) E S(m, mn). 
Moreover, the depth of E,(x) is m - 1. 
Proof. The fact that E,(x) lies in S(m, mn) is a trivial consequence of Theorem 4.1. The claim on 
the depth can be proved inductively using that theorem and (4.5). 0 
In the remaining section we will generate Ez(x), . . . , E,(x). Suppressing x for brevity, for a given i 
let us denote the yi’s corresponding to E, by #)‘s. We now obtain yp) for m = 1,2,3,4, and 5. From 
(4.4) this will give E2, E3, E4, and ES. From (1.14) we have y’l”- (p’ - 1). This gives E2 =x - p/p’. 
It follows that yf’ = p”/2p’, #’ = p”‘/3 ! p’, so 
(3) _ P”’ 2P” 
y3 -6pl-4p’2* 
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Next, we need yr’ =#’ - $)(3/2)(p”/p’). This in turn requires the computation of yy’= ya’ - 
yf’&‘/p”. Note that #’ = p@/4!p’, and ,I_$’ =2p$“/3! + ptf2/ 4. Substituting these and simplifying 
we get 
(4)__ p 
(4) 
y4 -4!p’- 
,,f,,fIf + 5pl13 
- - 
12pQ 8p’3 . 
Thus, 
and E2 - ES coincide with the first few members of a family credited both to Euler as well as 
Schroder. For historical comments as well as other approaches for deriving this family see [20]. 
5. Extensions to nonpolynomial root finding 
In the previous sections we have shown the existence of many fixed point iteration functions for 
finding roots of a given polynomial p(x), namely functions within S(m,M), any of whose members, 
say g(x), has mth order rate of convergence to any simple root 8 of p(x). In this section we 
will prove that these high-order methods derived for polynomials extend to high-order methods for 
arbitrary smooth functions f(x), having the same order of convergence to simple roots, where in the 
formulas for g(x), one simply replaces p(x) and its higher derivatives with f(x) and its corresponding 
derivatives. Moreover, for a simple root 8, its asymptotic constant of convergence ~~(0) can be 
obtained by simply replacing p(j)(B) with f(j)(Q). In particular, both depth and simple-root depth 
will be unchanged. 
Theorem 5.1. Assume that there exists h : R” + IF!, m 22, so that for any polynomial p(x) of 
degree at most (2m - 1) the following property holds: If 6’ is a simple root of p(x), then h 
is in C” in a neighborhood of the point z,(8)= (6, p(0), p’(B), . . . , p(“-‘l(0)), and the function 
g&) = h(x, p(x), p’(x), . . . , p@-‘)(x)), satisfies 
(9 g,(Q=R 
(ii) gi’(Q)=O, i= 1,. . . ,m - 1. 
Then, the above properties can be extended to any function f(x) which is in C2”-’ in a neighbor- 
hood of a simple root 0 in the sense that p(j) can be replaced with f(j). Moreover, 
(iii) g~‘(O)=g~)(Q, 
where p,,(x)= C~Jf(i)(e)/i!](x - O)i, the Taylor polynomial of degree n=2m - 1 at 8. 
Proof. Since f is in C”, f(j)(x) = pkj)(x) + r(j)(x), j = 0, . . . , n, where rjjO)(x) is the remainder term. 
Since f(j)(e)=pj;“(0) for all j=O ,*..> n we have 
u”‘(Q)=O, j=l n n ,..., . (5.1) 
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In particular, 8 is a simple root of p,(x), and properties (i) and (ii) apply to p,(x). Also, the fact 
that h is in C” in a neighborhood of the point z,(0) follows immediately. From the chain rule we 
have 
g;= g + $ff + $f!/ + . . . + ahf(y 
Jf(m-l) (5.2) 
If we now substitute for f(x) and f(j)(x) in (5.2) using (5.1) and the continuity of the partial 
derivatives of h we conclude that g;(x) is continuous in an interval containing z,(0). From the 
repeated application of the chain rule, the assumption that h is in C”, that f is in C2”-‘, and by 
the use of (5.1), it follows by induction that for all j = 0 , . . . , m, g?‘(x) is continuous in an interval 
containing zf( 0). Moreover, gy)( 0) = gg’( S), for all j = 0, . . . , m. 0 
Corollary 5.2. The depth of B,(x) with respect to f E C2mP’ remains to be m - 1. Moreover, the 
simple-root depth is m. 
As an application of the above consider the replacement off in Newton’s method with f (x)/f ‘(x) 
which results in a new iteration function g(x) credited to Schroder (e.g. see [19]). Then, from the 
corollary g”(d)/2 can be easily computed in terms of f and its higher derivatives. 
Remark 5.3. The assumption f E C*“-’ in the above corollary can be relaxed for B,(x). It suffice 
to have f E C”. For example, for B~(x)=x - &x)/p’(x), it is enough to assume that f E C2, despite 
the fact that By(x) relies on the third derivative of f. 
6. Concluding remarks 
In this paper we have characterized a family of rational iteration functions for polynomial root- 
finding having an mth order rate of convergence to simple roots. Although individual members of the 
family like Newton’s and Halley’s iteration functions have been known, no closed formula for the 
general member of the Basic Family, nor their asymptotic constant had been known previously. These 
formulas hold in the more general case where the underlying field K is any field of characteristic 
zero. We have shown that the members of this family are “optimal” with respect to the notions 
of depth, width, simple-root depth (see Definition 1.3, and Remark 1.4). Under the assumption 
of the simplicity of the roots, the mth order iteration function was shown to be the unique member 
of the class S(m, m + II - 2). We also described two simple recursive formulas for the generation of 
new iteration functions which, in particular, resulted in the generation of the Euler-Schroder family 
whose mth-order member belongs to S(m,mn), m > 2. Shub and Smale [20] refer to an “incremental” 
version of Euler-Schriider family as the “the most appropriate for practically computing zeros of 
complex polynomials” (see Example 5k, p. 110). In view of the development of the Basic Family, 
the closed forms, and properties established in this paper, it is fair to venture that their incremental 
version would be at least as good as the Euler-Schroder family. In particular, the closed form of the 
Basic Family suggests parallel implementations (see e.g. [15] for a theoretical analysis of parallel 
implementation of the Basic Family as applied to square-root computation). Another theoretical and 
practical problem of interest is the study of global convergence of the Basic Family. 
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